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1.5.10 is compatible with 1.1.19 ?
Posted by marcellodj - 2009/04/17 10:58
_____________________________________

Morning i m using: 

Joomla 1.5.10 Italian + JMS 1.1.19, when i go to checkupdates i have: 

        * Unable to write entry 
        * PATCHES_ERROR_FILE 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 
        * Copy failed 

Messaggio 

        * PATCHES_BAKFILE_MISSING 

Joomla Multi Sites version: 1.1.19 
PATCHES_VIEW_PATCHES_DEF_VERS: 1.1.8 
File  Status 
administrator/index.php   
Not OK 

    * PATCHES_WORLD_CANNOT_WRITE 
    * Use the slave site deployed directory as administrator directory when present. Otherwise use the
master website directory 

Actions: 

    * Replace 2 lines by 26 lines in aim to use the slave site deploy directory instead of the master
directory 
    * This allow for example to manage the specific media or image directory from the back-end 

administrator/includes/defines.php   
Not OK 

    * PATCHES_WORLD_CANNOT_WRITE 
    * PATCHES_MS_DEF_NOTFOUND 
    * PATCHES_CONF_REDEF_ERR 
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    * PATCHES_INST_REDEF_ERR 

Actions:  

any help?

============================================================================

Re:1.5.10 is compatible with 1.1.19 ?
Posted by edwin2win - 2009/04/17 11:05
_____________________________________

As replied several time in the forum on such error and as explained in the User Manual trouble shooting,
this error on "Unable to write entry" comes from a permission problem. 

The possible reason are that you have installed Joomla with a user that have more priviledge than
apache or IIS. 
As JMS need to perform update of some existing files, if it has no permission to do it this is the kind of
answer you receive. 
Unfortunatelly, Joomla does not provide more information on the files or folders that have permission
problem. 

You have to check the owner and group of the files that must be patched, the permission of those files
and folder. 
Using the Joomla FTP layer may sometime solve the problem when you provide an FTP user and
password with enough permission.

============================================================================
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